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ABSTRACT 
In this paper a selection of  familiar iterative techniques are compared for their ability to solve the 
large nonlinear equation systems typically encountered in econometrics. The general convergence 
theory of  methods based on Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel iterations (including a new-comer, Fast Gauss- 
Seidel) is taken as far as possible. Where extensions are impossible, numerical comparisons are made 
on some representative econometric models - the winner is Fast Ganss-Seidel. Previous conver- 
gence and comparison theorems have concerned only certain specialised equation systems not en- 
countered in econometrics. A shortcoming of  econometric theory, in that neither convergence 
analysis nor evaluation of  these techniques has been available to guide the applied economist, is
thereby overcome. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Solving sets of equations i probably the operation per- 
formed most often with mathematical models in the 
social sciences. Forecasting, simulation, and many optim- 
isation techniques all depend on the ability to solve 
simultaneous equations, which in the econometric case 
nearly always contain onlinearities. Thus, although this 
topic is both technical nd specialised, it is nevertheless 
of central importance toapplied work. For example, the 
British Treasury recently complained that their policy 
evaluation studies had been seriously hindered by the 
computational burden of the necessary epeated model 
solutions [7]. 
The motivation for the material reported in this paper 
may have come from the problems encountered bythe 
applied economist but the results are of no less use in 
other branches of the social sciences. The examples pro- 
vided here involve econometric models but the techniques 
carry over to models of any social proces~ It is an in- 
tegral part of the applied mathematics n the social 
sciences that the properties and performance of equation 
solving techniques be understood for systems which in- 
herently lack such facilities as experimental design, con- 
tinuous time dynamic modelling, or lack an underlying 
theory of explicidy optimising behaviour which can be 
used to control the spechemation of the structure of the 
system under investigation. 
The purpose here is to generalise the established conver- 
gence theory to the point where it can usefully be applied 
to an arbitrary equation system. It is necessary to extend 
the convergence theory of equation solving techniques 
to models ubject oaly to the specification constraints 
(or lack of them 7found in social systems - that is beyond 
the rather spedalised model forms found in the natural 
sciences where the properties of these solution techniques 
are well known. 
2. NONSTATIONARY ITERATIVE SOLUTION 
TECHNIQUES 
In this paper we shall be concerned with First order non- 
stationary iterations (with an arbitrary start y(0)) 
v(S) = G(S-l) y(s-l) +k (i) 
where the iteration matrix G (s-17 is not independent 
of the iteration umber and not, therefore of the 
y(s-1) values. The typical example, and the one which 
concerns us more often than any other, is when a first 
order iterative method is applied to solving a nonlinear 
equation system. 
(i) Solution strategy 
Suppose the model were : 
fi(Y, Z, U) = 0 i=l...n (2) 
where Y and u are n-vectors of endogenous variables 
and structural errors respectively, and Z is a vector of 
predetermined variables. Setting the predetermined and 
stochastic variables at given values (including any con- 
ditional expectations 7 leads to the rewritten model 
fi(Y) = 0 i=l...n (37 
The Newton method for solving (37 involves afirst order 
approximation at Y (07 : 
3?(07( j -  j )= 0 i=l...n (4) 
which suggests he iteration 
y(S) = v(s-l) _ V-I f(y(S-1)) (5) 
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_ af where F - [~]  y(S..1)" 
Convergence in (5) is not guaranteed for any arbitrary 
start y(0) and is, furthermore, computationally expens- 
ive because of the many partial derivative valuations and 
matrix inveroons. There are many techniques based on 
(5) (see [13]) but these solutions require calculations at 
least of the order of (n3+n2)s to reach the s th step. 
Iterative techniques such as JOR and SOR ((67 and (7) 
below) require sZn i, where n i = the number of the right 
hand side endogenous variables in equation i. Since n i 
averages at most 1 or 2 in econometric models, whereas 
n is often 200 or more, the latter techniques involve 
work of an order of magnitude lower. There is therefore 
a prima fade case for using simple iterative techniques 
on econometric models. Indeed, experience has led eco- 
nometricians to choose such techhiques because they 
are simple, because they trade slower cortvergence for 
less work per iteration, and because their models have 
never contained the restrictions demanded by the con- 
vergence theory of more sophisticated methods. 
The two best known iterati6ns for solving (2), JOR and 
SOR, are obtained by inserting a separate normali~tion 
to the first term of (4) for i=l...n, say Yi = gi (Y) corres- 
ponding to (3), and then iterating while ignoring the 
partial derivatives of (4). That is for i=l...n respectively, 
y~S) = ~ [yis-l)... y~sil ), yI~11),,. Y(nS-1]-I-(1-<z) y~S-1) 
and (6) 
v~S) = O+,,sit rY(s)l ""Y(S)i-l' y(S-1)i+l .... Y(S-1)ln J +(1-~)Y~ s-l) 
(7) 
Therefore (6)and (7) are special cases of (1) with 
G (s'-l) = ~ZB (s-x) + (l--a) I or 
[I-¢zL(S)] -1 [aU (s-l) + (l-a)l] (8a-b) 
where 
Y = B (s-l) Y +b (9) 
is a linear approximation, evaluated at y(s-l), to the en- 
dogenous part of (2), and is the required normalised ver- 
sion of (4 i. In other words B (s-l) = (B-gV)y(s_l),__ b is the 
vector of predetermined elements including conditional 
expectations, and 
L!. s) = = 
Ij 
otherwise 0 otherwise. 
In addition, the acceleration or relaxation parameter, a  
is subject o the user's choice. (6) is known as the Jacbbi 
method ( f fa=l)  or JOR method (f fa~l);  (7) is the 
Gauss-Seidel method (fret=l) or SOR method (ffa~l);  
and k=b or [I-~L(S)]-lb respectively. 
(ii) The convergence of stationary first order iterations 
In order to analyse the convergence of either scheme, 
we have to treat (9) as a local linear approximation to 
(2) which is reevaluated atevery step. Within that local- 
icy we have, approximately, a stationary first-order itera- 
tion. Then conv&gence by (17, to a ftxed point Y*, 
follows from an arbitrary (0) within a neighbourhood 
of Y* fig(G*)<1 where G* isG (s) evaluated at Y* and 
p(.) denotes pectral radius [14]. In the case of SOR 
and JOR,G * is derived f.rom B* ~ [m~Vl : a Y*" Since, in 
L ~  
the last analysis, we must be concerned with that neigh- 
bourhood where (9 7 provides agood approximation to 
(2), it will be helpful to first set out the convergence 
theory for (6):and (7) when applied to linear models. 
We then extend it to nonlinear systems. 
In the lineax case (9 7 contains B (s) = B all s. Therefore 
(2) and {9) reduce to, say, 
AY = (I-B)Y = b (10) 
Likewise G (s) = G all s in (1). So now G = aB +(1-~)I 
and G = (I-aL)-l[au +(1-a)I] for JOR and SOR 
respectively, although the iterations would be performed 
as 
+ (1-~Z) v~s-l) (11) 
and 
- [ j=  1Bij yj(s) + j=~i+l Bij yj(s-l) + bil + (l--a) Y! s-I) 
(12) 
in order to exploit any sparseness in B. The rate of 
1 logllGSl[ for convergence is defined as an average rate (s  
some norm) or an asymptotic rate (--log p(G)). The 
number of iterations to convergence such that 
max[[ylS)_y~s-l)pyls-l~l<r is approximately logr/logp(G), 
Hereafter, we optimise an iteration by picking a (or 
the equation ordering, or other parameters which in- 
fluence the rate of convergence) to minimise p(G) ai- 
though this may not imply a maximal average step 
length at every stage. It is, however, appropriate for 
convergence and error analysis in an ~te  iterative 
process. 
Now let B have eigenvalues #: = aj +ibj for j= l  ... n 
and i = Vr~ -. Def ine  J 
~j = _2(aj_l)/rj2, 2= (aj_l)2 +bj2 andS= ~m(~j). 
Then 1) 
1) Without loss of generMiry ado is ruled out for (11) since 
aB+(1-a)I has roots kj= a[(aj-1)+ibjl + 1. Hence IXjI>I if 
:aj>l somej. But if aj>l allj then a~<0 may replace a>0 
symmetrically throughout. If a=0, G=I. 
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/.,emma 1 
The JOR method, (11), is convergent for some ¢ > 0, 
and an arbitrary start, if and only if aj < 1, j= 1 ... n. 
Proof: [21- 
Lemma 2 
Under the conditions oflemma 1, the optimal value for 
a in the JOR iteration, (11),is 
a* = min[mkm{ak [ ½ ~k ~¢k ~ 3 }, la  ]> Vk_l  0 where 
_min  {l_aj } defines al among the set aj, and al - j=l ... n 
min ~2(ak-l-aj) likewise defines k=2 
ak =j>k- l |  2 2 ak(f°r "'" 
- rk -X  
n-l). It is convergent only if 0 <( a < 3. 
Proof : [10], theorem 1. 
L4~mma 3 
a > 0 exists small .enough such that SOR, (12), is con- 
vergent if aj < i for j= l  ... n. But (12) converges only 
i f0<a<2.  
Proof: [10], theorem 2. 
In proving lemma 3 it is demonstrated that no improve- 
ments can be made for a general model We can improve 
on lemma 3 only in some particular cases :
Le77gFna 4 
SOR, (12), is Convergent for 0 < a< 2 when A is 
symmetric and positive definite, or irreducibly diagonally 
dominant (JOR is then also convergent). Moreover SOR 
and JOR are both convergent, but SOR is faster 2) for a 
given ¢, if 0 < a < ~ and B is either a nonnegative matrix, 
or it can be made weakly block cyclic when 0(B) < 1 
(B is then said to have "property A"). 
Proof: [10], lemma 2, based on [18]. 
Outside the various categories of A in lemma 4, divergence 
will be observed in SOR. Moreover it is well known that 
convergence in SOR depends on both the equation order- 
ing and the normalisation, whereas for JOR it depends 
only on the normalisation. The convergence (and super- 
iority) of SOR can be guaranteed only in a few special 
cases, none of which can generally hold for an econo- 
metric model whose only possible restriction is that B 
should be reaL In practice conometric models have not 
had the properties in lemma 4. 
The usefulness of SOR is therefore reduced by the lack 
of a general convergence theory. No results on a values 
permitting convergence, l t alone optimising it, are 
available. Indeed, 1emma 3 can only be derived from a 
2) Measured by the number of  iterations to convergence for a 
given convergence test. 
limiting argument for small a, so that no improvement 
can be expected. The difficuky is that the relation be- 
tween a and the roots of G, defined by (Sb), is given by 
a polynomial of order n in both a and those roots. 
Lemma 3 cannot be improved unless an explicit solution 
(or arbitrarily tight bounds on it) can be derived for that 
polynomial. That is out of the question. If it is not clear 
how to reset ct or reorder the equations so as to permit 
convergence, SOR must be used on a "hit or miss" basis 
in a sense not necessary with JOR. Considerable effort 
may be necessary to fred a way to make the algorithm 
converge for any particular model. 
(iii) The convergence analysis applied to nonlinear models 
In principle the convergence theory for (1), when 
derived from the nonlinear model (2), is straightforward. 
By lemmas 1and 3 a>0 also exists uch that convergence 
follows only ff aj < 1, aj evaluated from B*. Similarly 
lemmas 2 and 4 hold good in terms of B*. The difficulty 
here is that we also have to consider the earlier steps, 
Y(S); whereas the theory is, strictly speaking, inapplicable 
from an a priori point of view given an arbitrary (0). 
It requires B* (or G*) and thus prior knowledge of Y* 
which, of course, begs the question of either a conver- 
gence test or of accelerations. As B (s) (or G (s)) vary 
with s, so does the convergence radius and the optimal 
value oftz. It may be necessary, and it will certainly be 
advantageous, to reset a at regular intervals if not at every 
step. In fact, attempts to perform tests or accelerations 
based on B (s) or G (s) can easily be misleading iven the 
well known volatility of eigenvalues in response to small 
changes in their parent matrix, and-will anyway be 
ob~solescent wi hin a few further iterations. Inevitably 
we must adopt "hit or miss" tactics for JOR and SOR, 
without knowing whether ct or y(0) were within their 
relevant neighbourhoods, or that apparent convergence 
will be maintained. If nonconvergence is ncountered it 
is not clear what, if anything, can be clone to induce 
convergence - the more so for SOR where this is true 
even for linear models. At best we can look forward to 
a lot of experimentation with no certainty of eventual 
success. Convergence hecks and accelerations could 
perhaps be applied some steps after the start when G (s) 
has "settled own". But these "hit or miss" tactics are 
acceptable if, and only if, convergence is actually 
observed. So, in order not to beg the question of con- 
vergence tests, we need a mechanism which provides 
iterations robust against noni:onvergence, and one which 
involves as littlepreparatory work as possible in order 
to set tz succesfully. 
(iv) The role of the relaxation parameter 
It is useful to rationalise the use of the acceleration para- 
meter a. If an iterarive technique isdesigned to reach 
the sohtion Y*, our convergence t st is equivalent to a 
test on the left hand norm of (where y(S)  :/: 0)  : 
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ii[~.(s)]-i [v(S) _ v*]llp < II[y(S)I-IlIpIIY (s) -Y*IIp (13) 
where ..... denotes a diagonalised vector and p=~.  Thus 
we may regard any of these equation solving techniques 
as a process producing the iterates y(S) in order to mini- 
mise the norms in (13), and specifically the last one on 
the right. If that is done for each s, it will generally re- 
quire a nonstationary a s (giving optimal average con- 
vergence rates by the semi-iterative methods referred to 
below). But a minimal value of s to yield an arbitrary 
small value of this norm is also possible with a stationary 
a (giving optimal asymptotic convergence by JOR, or 
SOR, etc.). 
Now let y(s) _ y .  = x(S). Implicitly we aim to minimise 
(s) p l ip  
[[x(S)llp = (~ilxi ) = f*(x (s)) (14) 
a highly nonlinear, but convex, scalar function of x for 
1 ~ p ~ ~.  One of the best known methods of mini- 
mising such a function is the variable metric algorithm 
which would generate 
y(S) _ y(S--1) = _as[F(S--1)]-l~s-1 ) (15) 
where £(s-l) = (aE, laX)x(S_l) and F(s-l) = [a2f------~- * ] 
[axax'Jx(S-1 ) 
are respectively the associated gradient vector and 
current "estimate" of the Hessian matrix 3). Now, within 
any neighbourhood f Y*, (15) (apart from as) can be 
regarded the same as (5) since the first order conditions 
for minimising ('14) are of the form of the vector func- 
tion (3). Of course (15) is superior to (5) in that a s is 
chosen to ensure the "downhill" property 
(ke. f*(x (s)) < f*(x(S-1))). Convergence to Y* can 
thereby be guaranteed in (157. Also some specific up- 
dating formula woudd be used for F (s-l) to ensure it 
eventually becomes the Hessian of f*(.) given an arbitrary 
start x(0). That was not required in (5). 
The point is that JOR, (6), can be regarded as a special 
case of the modified Newton method, (15), in which 
as=a and F (s-l) are both made stationary, and in 
addition F is restricted to the identity matrix. The 
difficulty with JOR is that imposing stationarity and 
this special form on a s and F(s-l) costs us the flexibility 
necessary to ensure convergence. 
Likewise SOR, (7), is a special case of (15) but, in 
addition to the same stationarity and restrictions as in 
JOR, the sequential nature of the calcuhtions imply 
nonlinearities in f*(.) which are more complicated than 
those of the JOR case applied to the same equation sys- 
tem. For example, within the approximation of (8b), we 
have f* (G(s) y(S) _ y . )  replacing f*(x(S)). This may ex- 
plain why it has been more difficult to develop a full 
convergence theory for SOR than for JOR. At the same 
3) i.e. F(S) is step s of an updating procedure specified by the 
particular variable metric algorithm, from an arbitrary F(O), 
such that lira F(S) ,a2f* , s-+,~ = t~x--~£~-TJx, at the minimiser x*=O. 
time, the stationarity and restrictions on a s and F(s-l) 
again prevent guaranteed convergence. In order to im- 
prove the computational characteristics of SOR and 
JOR it will be necessary to abandon the stationarity 
imposed on a s and/or the special form of F(S-1). 
Ultimately it will be necessary to return to the full 
Newton method, (157. But that option prevents the 
exploitation of the computational dvantages (mention- 
ed in section 2) of SOR and JOR for large, sparse and 
unrestricted equation systems. It is those advantages 
which recommend SOR and JOR in phce of (15) for 
sparse systems; and their almost exclusive use with 
econometric models tresses that judgement. So it is 
worth persevering with simple iterative schemes, to 
improve, if not optimise, their convergence. But obvious- 
ly this recommendation cannot necessarily extend to 
more general applications; and, in fact, Newton type 
methods are usually used elsewhere in nonlinear pro- 
gramming problems. 
3. FAST GAUSS-SEIDEL ITERATIONS 
A useful alternative to (7) is the two part iteration 
y(S-1/2) = [i_L(S-1/2)]-1 u(S-1) y(S-1) +k (16) 
(Le. the standard Gauss-Seidel iteration, in practice 
computed as (7) with a=l)  combined with 
v(S) = a y(S-1/2) + (1-~) y(S-1) (17) 
gi~g 
y(S) = a~i_L(S-1/2)]-i u(S-i) y(s-1) +k] + (l--a) y(S-1). 
(18) 
The iteration matrix is therefore 
G (s-l) = a(I-L(S-1/2))-lu(s-1) +(1-a)h and (18) re- 
duces the Gauss-Seidel if a= 1. 
We shall refer to (18) as Fast Ganss-Seidel (FGS) to in- 
dicate the opportunity to accelerate he basic Gauss- 
Seidel iteration. But, of course, the same device, (17), 
may be used to accelerate other "basic" algorithms. For 
JOR and SOR iterations it gives, respectively, the itera- 
tion matrices 
G(s) = a[aoB(S) + (l-ao)I ] + (l-a> I 
= a2B(S) +(1--a2) I (19) 
and 
G(s) = n [I_tz0L(S+l/2)]-1 [aaU(S)+ (lqZ0)i] + ( l_a)i 
(20) 
where a and a 0 are independently chosen. Notice (20) 
does not simplify further. So whereas (19) is just an- 
other JOR iteration and cannot improve on optimal 
JOg, (20) is SOK accelerated just as Gauss-Seidel was. 
The theory of (20) can be assembled from that presented 
here for FGS and is therefore not treated separately. 
One advantage of (18) is its simplicity. Indeed, it only 
involves one extra statement (and the storage of one 
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extra n-vector) in any existing Gauss-Seidel computer 
program for solving nonlinear equation systems. The 
relaxation parameter is applied at the end of each full 
Ganss-Seidel sweep through the complete system, rather 
than equation by equation. In this (18) resembles JOR 
more than SOR. A more substantial dvantage is that 
(18) is a Ganss-Seidel variant whose convergence theory 
is tractable and easily applied (at least for linear models). 
We can take advantage ofany faster convergence which 
might be available in Gauss-Seidel schemes without losing 
the opporthrtity for a priori convergence t sts and 
optimal accelerations. Thus "hit and miss" tactics be- 
come unnecessary. The third advantage of (18) is that 
we may expect iterations which are more robust against 
nonconvergence than SOR in arbitrary nonlinear models, 
but which are not substantially dower. But to motivate 
the last point requires adigression i to semi-iterative 
equation solution techniques, o we will first set out the 
convergence theory for (18). 
For the sake of simplicity in theorem 1, let B(equivalent- 
ly L and U) represent B (s) at any step s, or B* at the 
solution Y*, in the sense of (9) as an approximation to 
the nonlinear model (2). 
Theorem 1 
(18) is convergent for 0 < a < ~ and an arbitrary (0) 
within the neighbourhood f Y* only if aj ( I where 
(I-L) -1 U has eigenvalues Oj---- aj +i bj "j=l ... n and 
i = X/~. The asymptotic convergence speed is maximized 
by 
rmin [a '11 1 ~k-1] > 0 a*=min[  k "[ k'[ ~-~k<ak</$} '~ (21) 
_rain 
where a I - j=l.. .n(1-aj) defines aI among aj, and 
ak = J>k- l [ J  - r~ min  j2(ak-1 - aj) J} defines ak (for k=2 ..... n-l). 
Again 
r 2J = (aj-1)2 +b.2,j ~.j =-2(aj-1)/rj 2 and ~ = minj (~j). 
Proof 
Lemma 1 and lemma 2 where B is replaced by (I-L) -1 U 
throughout. 
Comments 
(a) Provided aj < 1,j=1 ... n, and a > 0 exists o that 
(18) is convergent irrespective of the equation order- 
ing. 
(b) The Meyer-Spasche convergence t st 4) on (I-L) -1U+I 
is appropriate ff it is desired to avoid computing any 
eigenvalues. 
(c) Comparisons of convergence speeds between (18) and 
(7) using a=l  are obvious - (18) is never inferior. 
But they are not possible analytically with (7) using 
a=/=l until a general relation between a and Oj can be 
obtained. Nor are they possible with (6) until the 
4) Details in [10] 
relationship between gtj and 0j is obtained; where- 
upon comparisons between (7) and (6) also become 
possible. 
(d) In cases of convergence difficulties the reduction of 
a is the correct strategy. This may automatically be
tested for and implemented ateach step within a 
computer program. It is a particularly valuable 
property when solving nonlinear models where B (s) 
varies with each s. 
(e) For linear models, theorem i defines anecessary and 
sufficient condition on aj for any y(0). 
4. SEMI-ITERATIVE SOLUTION TECHNIQUES 
A more sophisticated way of relaxing any basic first 
order iteration, (1), in order to increase both its speed 
and its radius of convergence is to impose a semi-iterative 
acceleration i  place of the simple scheme at (17). This 
will tend to make the resulting iterations robust against 
nonconvergence when applied to arbitrary nonlinear 
models. 
Semi-iterative solution techniques appear not to have 
penetrated the econometric literature. No doubt the 
reason for this is that in the text books they are develop- 
ed exclusively for application to linear equation systems, 
where the iteration matrix G (s) = G, all s, is restricted 
to be hermitian. Such a case is too restrictive to be of 
any use for econometric models. The theory must first 
be extended to the case of an arbitrary G matrix and 
then to nonstationary iterations. This is done in [9] 
where the results quoted here may be found. For the 
purposes of this paper we need only examine the 
structure of a semi-iterative acceleration i  order to 
establish the relationship between it and the relaxation 
schemes of FGS and JOR, and thereby underpin the 
theoretical rguments favouring those two methods. On 
the other hand, as will be made clear in what follows, 
semi-iterative t chniques themselves appear ill-suited for 
application to nonlinear models, and offer only modest 
improvements over JOR, SOR or FGS. 
(i) The stationary case 
The convergence ofany sequence y(S) s=0,1 .... to its 
convergence point Y* may always be accelerated by re- 
placing each y(S) with the weighted sums 
V (s) = ~2 ds,kY(k) where E ds, k = 1. 
k=O k 
Then, taking (1) where G (s) = G , 
V (s) _ y* = ~ds,kY(k)-y* 
= ~; ds, k e (k) 
(where e (k) = y(k) _ y . )  
= Ps(G)e(0) 
(22) 
(23) 
since d0, 0 = I and V (0) = y(0). Now (23) contains the 
polynomial 
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s k 
Ps(G) = ]g d ,G  s=0,1 .... (24) 
k=0 s,~ 
For any norm and an arbitrary (0) we have 
IJe(s)ll ~ lIVs(G)ll Ile(0)ll (25) 
Therefore we should aim to pick, at each s, the set  of 
weights ds, k in order to minimise IlPs(G)lJ. But 
liPs(G)] 1 t> p[ps(G)] = m.ax Ips(Xj)l (26) 
3 
where Xj, j= l  ... n, are the eigenvalues of G. Let G have 
Jordan canonical from G = XAX -1 where A is a matriK 
containing the eigenvadues kj on the diagonal and X is 
the matrix of normalised eigenvectors. But for any:ration- 
al function R(.), R(G) = XR(A)X -1 which yields (26). 
Now the solution to 
max 
rain { x Ips(X)l} s't'Ps(1)= 1 (27) 
where x is a complex number x = a +ib, satisfying 
a+ib, a* ~< a~ a** and Ibl ~ b*, is known to be the 
complex Chebyshev polynomials 5) 
c0(x ) = 1, Cl(X ) = x, and Cs+l(X ) = 2XCs(X ) - Cs_l(X ). 
(28) 
That solution may be applied to (26) to minimise the 
right hand term as 
Ps(X ) = Cs (2x- (a*+a**)) / %(2 - (a*+a**)) (29) 
8 
where 8 = (a**-a*) and use has been made of the 
symmetry of the bounds on the b values. An exactly 
parallel argument shows that the left hand term of (26) 
is m~nimised in maximum value by applying the matrix 
Chebyshev polynomial 
where now 8 = max {[2 - (a*+a**)] 2+4bj2} 1/2 for j 3 
Xj = aj+%, j= l  ... n, and a* ~ aj ~ a**. Again Xj occur 
in conjugate pairs so symmetry in the form of Ibjl < b* 
has been used. In (29) and (30) the numerator poly- 
nomial is mapped uniquely into the unit circle given the 
~j values. The denominator polynomial provides the re- 
quired normalisation for the application of a Chebyshev 
polynomial solution (Le. Ps(I) = I). 
The optimal parameter set ds, k is therefore implicitly 
determined by (30) for each s. However those weights 
are not individually necessary for computation. We can 
reduce (22) to an iteration which is linear but second 
order and nonstationary 
y(s+l) = asG.y(S ) + (1_as) y(S-1) +k s (31) 
in which one parameter, rather than a set of s, is optim- 
ised at each step. This is achieved by substituting (30) 
and (24) into (28). The upshot is (31) with 
5) See for example [17] for extensions to the complex domain. 
G 
G*=w01W (constant with respect to s), ks = ~-~00 k, and 
2w~ a -1 
a0=2, a l=  2w2-1 andas+ 1= (1- s ) 4w 2 ; (32) 
%1 
w0 = 2 - (a*+a**) and W = [2G - (a*+a**)I]/8. 
For our purposes we need only note that further analysis, 
with an arbitrary matrix G, shows that (31) has the 
following very useful properties : 
(a) it has guaranteed convergence toY* for arbitrary G. 
(b) it has maximal asymptotic rates of convergence. 
(c) it has maximal average rates of convergence for 
every step in the norm I1.]]~, and thus in terms of 
the finite convergence riterion ~'. 
(d) the convergence properties (a) to (c) are invariant to 
the equation ordering and normalization for every G . 
(e) only one parameter, a , need be chosen at each s. 
(f) it outperforms the underlying iteration based on G, 
in both asymptotic and average rates of convergence. 
(ii) The nonstationary case 
We now consider applying asembiterative acceleration 
to a nonstationary iteration of the form (1). Proceeding 
as before we obtain 
k 
Ps(G(S)) = ~ ds'k j~0 G(J) (33) 
in place of Ps(G) in (24) and (25), and where 
G(J) = [0ya-K~l y(j )" 
Unfortunately GO) will not be a matrix polynomial 
function of G(0) for a general nonlinear function g(.). 
A very special form of equation system would be re- 
quired for that. Moreover, alinear form is actually 
necessary if the summed terms in (33) are to produce 
no more than a s th order polynomial. But without hese 
special conditions the optimality of the exact semi- 
iterative acceleration asdescribed breaks down. For in- 
stance, if (33) is not a polynomial, function of G (0) or if 
it contains apolynomial of greater than s th order, then 
the sequence of Chebyshev polynomials will no longer 
minimise the maximum potential value of {[Ps(G(S))lloo. 
In that case it will no longer be possible to determine 
each optimal ds~ ¢, k=0 ... slvalue in terms of a single 
parameter a s. In particular, we lose the recursions of 
(28), with the result hat the whole set of ds, k values 
must be computed for each step s in turn. Since, in 
such a case, the Chebyshev solution does not even im- 
plicitly provide optimal values for ds, k they would have 
to be determined by numerical searches which would 
be impossibly cumbersome if not actually impossible. 
F:maUy, since Ps(O (s)) is not a rational function of O (0), 
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nor of G*, it is not clear to what the quantities kj in the 
equality 
p[ps(G(S))] = max ps(~j) (34) 
J 
(taken from (26))refer. The optimising of the semi-iter- 
ative acceleration of any nonstationary iteration (1) is 
therefore out of the question in practice. 
Even if we cannot optimise the semi-iterative acceleration 
applied to solving nonlinear systems, we may nevertheless 
be able to devise ways of using it successful!y. In the 
linear case, the optimal scheme (31) and (32) requires no 
more work than the optimisation of FGS or JOR. In- 
deed, somewhat less work is involved if a*=-a** is pre- 
sumed. Generally this is suboptimal as the roots of G 
are then mapped into a proper subset of the unit circle. 
Further if a*=-a**=p(G)~l is inserted then it will be 
found that 
s-~oolim P[ps(G)] --' p(C) (35) 
1+[l_p(G)2] 1/2 
which admits direct comparisons with JOR, SOR, FGS 
etc. themselves. Evidently this suboptimal semi-iterative 
acceleration will be fastest when imposed on a basic itera- 
tion with G having the lowest spectral radius. Moreover 
ifp(G) ( 1 then lim p(ps(G)) (p (G)  for any a 
S--~ oo S 
sequence such that 1 ( a s ~ 2. The speed of semi-iterative 
accelerations may be expected to be insensitive to sub- 
optimal a s values in this range. Such a property will be 
of particular value when (31) is applied to nonlinear sys- 
tems where the nonstationary G (s) replaces G. Under 
those conditions, failing to recalculate the a s sequence, 
or even keeping it constant, remains appropriate for an 
arbitrary equation system. These iterations are robust 
against nonconvergence. 
To overcome the effective impossibility of optimising 
(31) applied to a nonlinear system we might try to relate 
each as, via a nonstationary function dependent on s, 
to a single stationary parameter which can itself be 
optimised. These nonstationary functions would be 
arbitrarily rather than optimally chosen, but they should 
make a follow a first order recursion similar to that in 
s 
(32). They should also attempt to capture the benefits 
of (31), in terms of convergence speed and robustness 
against nonconvergence. As we shall see next, in FGS 
(and JOR) we are taking this route. 
5. RESTRICTED SEMI-ITERATIVE LINEAR 
ACCELERATIONS 
We now turn to the class of iterations formed by imposing 
the linear acceleration i  (17) on any first order non- 
stationary iteration (1) applied to nonlinear models Le. 
we rewrite (1) to have y(s-1/2) on the left. Whereas FGS 
and JOR are both members of this class, SOR is not 
SLnce 
y(s+l) __ aL(S+l)y(s+l)+aU(S)y(S) + (l_a)y(s)+b 
(36) 
does not contain (1). 
(i) FGS as a restricted semi-iterative method 
There are three reasons for combining (17) and (1), and 
in the'form of (18) in particular. First it gives access to 
the simple convergence theory of theorem 1, but with 
reference to the roots of any G (s) of G*. So ¢ may be 
used in a simple way to accelerate convergence, or to 
widen the convergence radius, of any method represent- 
ed by (1). Second, a may be set to do this automatically 
(without intervention by the user) since a controls the 
iteration matrix of the combined iteration as a linear 
function of G (s). We can use the information on G (s) 
contained in past values of y(S) to reset a so as to avoid 
divergence where possible, as well as to accelerate (1). 
In this way we minimise the impact of the incomplete 
convergence theory of nonlinear iterations, and avoid the 
inconvenience of evaluating jacobians and eigenvalues 
at every step. 
Thirdly, this class of iterations makes a restricted semi- 
iterative method out of (1), and thereby certain improve- 
ments may be expected. For example, FGS is a semi- 
iterative acceleration imposed on Gauss-Seidel iterates. 
Back substituting in (18) yields 
s -1  
Y(S)=a Z (1-a)y[S-(2k+l)/2]+(1-a)sy(O) (37) 
k=0 
where y[S-(2k+l)/2] are the .Gauss-Seidel interates. 
(37) implies 
= (1-a)S; ds,k =a(1-a) s-k for k= 1 ... s-1 ;and ds,0 ds,s =a, 
(38) 
where Zds, k -- 1. Only ds, s is stationary; 
ds, k, 0 <( k ~ s are geometrically decaying weights on a 
steadily lengthening list of past trial solutions. However 
these weights are all restricted to be given functions of 
the single stationary parameter a; and they are linked 
by a first order recursion 
ds,k = (1-a)ds,k+ 1 with ds, 0 = (l-a) s and ds, s = a (39) 
The recursion, (39), then implies that the second order 
iteration we had at (31) will reduce to a first order one. 
The fact that ds, k are known functions of one stationary 
parameter a is a simplifuzation which allows the determ- 
ination of "good" ds, k values (optimal values ubject o 
the restriction of (39)) by a* of theorem I without re- 
course to Chebyshev polynominals. That simplification 
is valuable whenever that Chebyshev polynomial solu- 
tion breaks down, and particularly therefore when solv- 
ing nonlinear systems. 
(ii) The anticipated benefits 
FGS is not just an ad hoc specification and counterpart 
to JOR. The rationale of introducing FGS is that we 
hope thereby to gain something of the benefits of un- 
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restricted semi-iterative methods; that is wider conver- 
gence radii, and faster error reduction at each step from 
using (17) and (1) together rather than (1) alone. It is 
also important not to overlook the improved error con- 
trol characteristics. Small improvements in error control 
can prove vit M when equation solution forms an inner 
iterative loop within an outer loop of iterations or se- 
quential calculations with poor error control character- 
istics (e.g. in nonlinear optimisation problems, such as 
the policy optimisation exercices in [4]). 
(iii) Nonstationary elaxation parameters 
The stationarity of a used in (39) is evidently an artificial 
restriction, and in view of the optimal scheme at (31) it 
would be advantageous to relax that restriction. Now, 
(17) shows that y(S) is adapted from the iterates y(S-1/2) 
of the underlying iterative scheme (Gauss-Seidel in the 
case of (18)) by the past trial solutions y(S-1). It would ob- 
viously be helpful to relate a to some notion of the 'success' 
of y(S-1) as a trial solution value. Judicious choices of a 
would then enable ach step to "anticipate" the tendency 
of recent steps and thus guide y(S) onto the actual 
solution more rapidly. For example, 0< a < 1 averages 
recent values whereas a > 1 extrapolates them. Figures 
1-4, which compare the FGS and the Gauss-Seidel 
iterates in four cases of the tests described below, clearly 
show that adaptive behaviour. 
In the case of the iteration y(S) = Gy(s-1), the iterates 
generated correspond exactly to the steps in the power 
method for locating the eigenvalues ofG; Le. 
a dominant real root for 13, and negligible remaining 
roots, then (according to lemma 2) a* could be estimated 
automatically within the computer as 
=- -- [1+- [YlS)/vl -l)lI-1 and% 1= (40) 
where the sign taken is opposite to that in 
(ylS) _ ylS-1))(y~S-1)_ ylS-2)), i.e. according to whether 
y!S) oscillates or not. However, it is well known that 
1 
this power method breaks down when the dominant 
root is not unique, and it provides poor and unstable 
estimates of that root in its early steps. However, (40) 
can be modified to allow for complex roots, and extend- 
ed to handle unstable stimates, and cases where the two 
dominating roots lie close together, by applying weighted 
averages o fa  s - say by (40) - and as_ 1. Many further 
variants are possible, and they are examined in some 
detail in [11]. One such simple modifxcation to replace 
(40) is 
as=[l+{ylS)/y~S"2)[1/2]-I andao= 1 (41) 
where i indicates the variable which fails the convergence 
test by most at s, and a s is only recomputed every second 
step. Some resuks of using (41) are noted below. 
This kind of approach iseffective ff convergence speeds 
are insensitive to variations in a and a*, as we shall 
observe for FGS (table 2). But since it sets a without 
intervention by the user it is particularly valuable in 
applications to solving hrge nonlinear systems, where 
the iteration matrix varies with s, so convergence, a*, 
and suitable y(0) values cannot be determined a priori. 
6. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
We now turn to our experience inusing FGS, and the 
automatic rule (41), for setting a. Numerical tests 
using FGS, which are the chief interest here, are the 
only means of comparing its performance to SOR and 
JOR. We begin with some results using linear systems 
by way of orientation for the resuks from tests on non- 
linear systems. 
(i) Tests on linear models 
Table 1 shows FGS compared to SOR, JOR, and the 
full semi-iterative acceleration applied to a Ganss-Seidel 
iteration. We have used 7 medium sized representative 
econometric models, which have been widely used in the 
economics literature. 
FGS, when optimised, is fast in absolute terms needing 
32 iterations or less in all but one case, under the tight 
tolerance of r= 10 -6. Without exception substantial 
improvements were found over Jacobi and optimised 
JOR (between 112 ~. - 836 ~ and 4 ~ - 310 ~ respect- 
ively). Of course, it also improves over Gauss-Seidel 
(the Michigan model apart, which only needs 15 itera- 
tions anyway, the improvements varied from 23 ~o to 
119 ~o). 
The interesting feature of table 1 is the performance of
FGS compared to optimised SOR6). FGS is never 
slower than 72~ of the SOR speed, and once in the 
seven cases outperforms that scheme. The simplicity of 
FGS has not been bought at the expense of significantly 
slower convergence. In four of the seven tests the saving 
through using optimised SOR rather than FGS is less 
than ten iterations, for Dutta-Su it is only fifteen, for 
Michigan one, and for Klein-Goldberger it is negative. 
These results, together with its simplicity, are a power- 
ful recommendation forFGS. 
The second point of comparison is the range of a values 
for which each iteration remains convergent. Table 1 
shows FGS is convergent for a wider range of values 
than either JOR or SOR, except for one case for which, 
in fact, the differences were the smallest and FGS was 
the fastest. Thus the set of models for which FGS is 
convergent appears to be wider than either for SOR or 
JOR, and "hit or miss" tactics are less risky with FGS 
than with either of the other methods. Incidentally, in 
terms of table 1, t2 - t3 tends to exceed t2 - ill' and in 
most, but not all, cases fll > f13" The radius of conver- 
6) a* and the equation orderings inSOK were determined by
numerical search. 
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gence for FGS is not much larger than that of SOR; but 
it exceeds that of SOR and it exceeds that of jOR by 
m o r e .  
Column 71 of table I gives the factor improvements 
over semi-iterative Gauss-Seidel. Since FGS, with typic- 
ally 15-30 iterations, is never slower than half the speed 
of its full semi-iterative counterpart for some models 
in which Jacobi iterations are very slow (up to 500 itera- 
tions), the gains to further accelerations are strictly 
limited at best and were therefore not sought. Even if 
FGS is a restricted version, some of the semi-iterative 
characteristics should nevertheless appear; and this we 
have found in the numerical tests. 
Table 1 also suggests the interesting result that SOR is 
better accelerated by reordering the equations than by 
resetting ¢. Exactly the same opportunity exists with 
FGS. In these tests we are only concerned with the 
relative performance ofJOR, SOR and FGS for some 
given equation ordering. Moreover, in nonlinear models, 
G (s) is a function of the convergence path so what is a 
good ordering at step s may not remain so in later itera- 
tions. Also, it is not clear that the reordering algorithms 
are either cheap or efficient computationally. In any 
case, a 2-dimensional search (over a and the equation 
orders) would!involve much greater expense than the 
methods outlined above. There is no sense in persuing 
the question of equation ordering further. 
(ii) Tests on nonlinear models 
For the remaining tests we selected the strongly nonlinear 
Vintaf model of the Dutch economy. This is a 112 equa- 
tion model which is in daily use at the Dutch Central 
Plan Bureau as the medium term planning tool; it is the 
most intensively used model of the Netherlands in
economic research, the EEC Commission uses a version 
of it, and it forms part of project LINK. Vintaf's 
credentials as a representative model to which FGS would 
be applied are as good as any. Its density, d, is 1.83~o. 
Version I referred to here is exactly that in [5], except 
that in the wage equation the so-called Philips-curve 
mechanism is deleted. The input values for the exogenous 
variables up till 1975 differ somewhat from those used in 
[5]; the values of the years after 1975 are added by our- 
selves. Version II is identical but for an autonomous in- 
crease of 2~o each year in nominal wages and the invest- 
ment level. So the differences between versions I and II 
concern only starting values. In each case solutions are 
obtained by FGS and Gauss-Seidel (GS) itself for 1970- 
80 inclusive, using the previous years' solution as y(0). 
We began by investigating the number of iterations to 
convergence in a limited search over a values, from 
which a somewhat crude estimate of a* was deduced. 
The results are in table 2. We found clear convergence 
difficulties for GS in version II after 1976; the solutions 
elsewhere having been quick by all methods. FGS was 
faster than GS in every case for .8~.9 ,  and for all but 
two of the 22 solutions if .6~a~.9. It was at least as 
fast as GS for .5~a~1.0 in a majority of solutions. 
Moreover, the speed of convergence showed no tendency 
to drop provided .5~a~.8, but it did sharply when 
.9~a~1.0. Thus FGS can be made to effectively 
screen out cases of slow convergence, and to extend 
convergence radii. The convergence speed appears to be 
insensitive to a values over a largish range, but it is 
highly sensitive beyond that range. Some of the factor 
improvements (up to 9) are quite spectacular, and are 
retained even when a differs considerably from a*. 
A second conclusion, in view of the small modifications 
involved in version II, is the sensitivity of the Jacobian 
evaluations to small changes in the y(S) path. The con- 
vergence difficulties which set in suggest that the Gauss- 
Seidel iteration is rather close to an area of nonconver- 
gence and that it is all too easy, even at plausible values 
of the variables, to step over that boundary. For non: 
linear models FGS helps the highly sensitive Jacobians 
to "settle down" as fast as possible; it makes it possible 
to get the iterates into a convergent eighbourhood and 
it may prevent hem straying from the same when near 
the boundary. In other words, the error control proper- 
ties are improved. This shows up the value of the 
larger adius of convergence associated with FGS, and the 
fact that FGS is relatively insensitive over a range of a 
values, and the evident benefits to optimising average, 
rather than asymptotic, step lengths when the Jacobians 
vary with y(S). The theoretical dvantages of the semi- 
iterative accelerations therefore do carry over to a use- 
ful extent in this restricted version• 
There remains the problem of how to set a in FGS 
without extensive Jacobian and eigenvalues valuations, 
but so that the iteration is made robust against noncon- 
vergence when the iteration matrix varies with each 
step. In this case, the use of (41) proved a useful addition 
to the FGS iterations; in table 3 the results are compared 
to raw Gauss-Seidel and to approximately optimal FGS 
iterations. Setting a by (41) is superior to Gauss-Seidel 
• S ~ , , 
m every case, and tl~e convergence difficulties are all 
efficiently screened out. In fact, (41) loses very little 
over the approximately optimal but stationary a*; it 
was less than 4 iterations lower 17 limes out of 22, and 
it was as good or better than a* in the remaining 5 cases. 
This is something of a tribute to the benefits of a non- 
stationary relaxation parameter for controlling the itera- 
tions in nonlinear systems. 
The difficulty with numerical tests of this nature is that 
they are necessarily model dependent - although we 
have attempted to pick representative models here. In 
nonlinear models this difficulty is compounded in that 
the speed of convergence, rather than the fact of con- 
vergence, also depends on the skill with which y(0) 
(and a s or a) are chosen. In order to check that this 
good relative performance of FGS extends to other non- 
linear models, we compare it with JOR, SOR and the 
semi-iterative Jacobi and Ganss-Seidel iterations in 
table 4 using 4 standard medium to large nonlinear 
models of the U.S. economy. We have tried to reduce 
the dependence of these results on the choice of y(0) 
and the convergence path by estimating the speed of 
convergence from B*. The resulting f~,ures give some 
indication of likely absolute, as well as relative, conver- 
gence speeds. FGS is not significantly slower than optim- 
al SOR and it outperforms all Jacobi based methods in- 
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duding the semi-iterative rsion. It is only half as fast 
as the full sem~iterative Gauss-Seidel method, but since 
it is quick in absolute terms, and most of the acceleration 
over traditional methods has already been gained, this 
loss of speed is not serious. 
On the basis of these resuks, it is reasonable to expect 
that FGS will provide a general solution technique for 
nonlinear equation systems which is simple but robust . 
against nonconvergence, especially when (41) is attached. 
These tests also show that FGS is generaUy fast in absol- 
ute terms, and certainly fast enough (despite the small 
value o f t  = 10 -6) to imply that it was correct o trade 
slower convergence for less computation per iteration in 
abandoning the Newton based methods on these sparse 
econometric systems. 
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TABLE i 
Numerical comparisons of the performance of the fast Gauss-Seidel (FGS) iteration with conventional SOR and 
JOR methods 
Factor Improvements over 
vcs 
model/method n d a* I P* #3 71 
I 
Klein I 8 12.5 .9443 .6454(32) 1.116 .54 
pindyck 10 17.0 1.527 .5535(24) 1.056 .67 
Klein-Goldberger 23 6.4 .748 .592 C27) 1.032 .73 
Michigan 32 7.2 .9661 .381 (15) 0.983 .60 
Dutta-Su 36 7.2 .9698 .7643(52) 1.015 .49 
Liu 36 5.3 1.146 .421 (16) 1.259 .65 
Prem 37 4.2 1.262 .262 (11) 1.159 .96 
optimal optim- optimal i 
al reorder: 
",h~g- 
Jacobi JOR 'GS SOR GS ~Ot /31 #2 
Ca*) Ca*) ICa*' 
2.12 2.07 1.47 .75 .46 .24 1.069 1.148 
4.96 1.04 1.71 .72 1.721 1.965 
8.29 2.41 2.19 1.071 .63 .63 1.074 .979 
4.1 1.005 .90 1.147 1.58 
10.36 1.96 1.70 .72 .34 .26 1.086 1.099 
3.18 2.93 1.23 .945 1.275 1.613 
5.55 4.01 1.71 .73 1.983 2.0 
Notes 
a) Factor improvements are the ratio of the computed number of iterations for convergence using the indicated 
method to that using FGS. - indicates not computed. 
b) #1 = maximum a for which SOK Coriginal ordering) is convergent 
#2 = maximum a for which FGS is convergent 
#3 = maximum a for which JOR is convergent 
c) Bracketed figures are the computed r_umber of iterations to convergence with a convergence t st of T = 10 -6 
(i.e. log r]logp(G)) rounded up to the next integer. 
d) The models are as follows : Klein I, and Klein-Goldberger a e the versions estimated by herative Instrumental 
variables in [3]; Pindyck, from [15]; Dutta-Su, The Fractional Fixed Point version in [1] ; Michigan from [16] ; 
Prem from [8]; Lit, from [12]. All calculations treat he final estimates as fixed. Minor linearisations are involved 
in the Michigan and Lit, models (at 1961 and 1961.2 respectively). The Klein-Goldberger model is a linearised 
version. 
e) 71 is the factor improvement of optimised FGS over a full optimised semi-iterative acceleration ofOauss-Seidel. 
f) d = (Eni/n 2) 100, an index of the sparseness of the system. 
GDP 
112 
II0 
108 
106 
104 
102 
I00 
Fig. 
GS v 
~ v  ~ v 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0 II 12 13 14 ID 
So lu t ion  
1. The first 15 iterates of GS and FGS (a=.6) of real GDP (mrd guilders) in the 1978 solu- 
tion, Vintaf version I.
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TABLE 2 
The number of  iterations to convergence (~ = 10-4) using FGS for various ct values on the Vintaf model (n= 112, 
density 1.83~) 
Vers ion  I 
a= .4  
a = .5 
a = .6 
a = .7 
a = .8 
a =- .9 
a= 1.0 
1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 
27 23 27 32 35 29 28 28 29 29 27 
21 19 22 25 27 22 23 22 22 23 21 
17 16 17 20 22 18 19 18 18 18 21 
14 14 15 17 18 14 16 17 15 15 18 
11 12 12 14 15 15 15 15 16 15 16 
12 12 9 11 13 14 12 14 15 16 17 
21 19 17 19 16 20 18 22 24 27 30 
m 11 12 9 11 13 14 12 14 15 15 16 
a* .81 .81 .88 .88 . 9 .71 .89 .88 .71 .76 .81 
Vernon H 
a = .4 
a -- .5 
a= .6 
a= .7 
a= .8 
a= .9 
a= 1.0 
26 26 29 33 36 39 31 40 38 38 38 
20 21 22 25 28 31 28 31 30 30 30 
16 17 18 20 22 25 23 25 24 24 24 
13 14 15 16 18 21 20 20 20 20 19 
11 12 12 14 15 17 17 16 19 21 23 
11 14 15 16 12 19 19 31 37 47 58 
18 22 25 25 22 32 35 87 174 n.c. n.c. 
m 11 12 12 14 14 17 17 16 19 20 19 
a* .83 . 8 . 8 . 8 .88 .81 .81 .78 .77 .71 . 7 
Notes  
a) a = 1.0 gives Gauss-Seidel 
b) a* = approximate optimal value 
c) m = number of iterations using a* 
d) n.c. denotes no convergence was obtained within 500 iterations. 
TABLE 3 
The number of iterations to convergence (r = 10 -4) using FGS and (41) for setting as with the Vintaf Model 
(n=112, density 1.83~) 
[(41) 
model version I IGmS(as-- 1) 
(41). 
model version II GS(Cts=l ) 
m 
1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 
12 13 12 18 16 15 15 18 18 17 16 
21 19 17 19 16 20 18 22 24 27 30 
11 12 9 11 13 14 12 14 15 15 16 
12 11 11 15 15 19 22 18 27 26 20 
18 22 25 25 22 32 35 87 174 n.c. n.c. 
11 12 12 14 14 17 17 16 19 20 19 
Notes  
a) GS and m are taken from table 2 for comparison. 
b) n.c. denotes no convergence obtained within 500 iterations. 
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TABLE 4 
Estimated number of iterations to convergence using JOR, SOR, FGS and full semi-iterative accelerations on various 
nonlinear econometric models (with r = 10 -6 and assuming a* +a** = 0) 
Model p(B) Jacobi optimal semi- 
JOR iterative 
Klein-Goldberger .97 219 125 39 
Michigan 1.03 * 62 827 
Liu .89 51 47 18 
Wharton 7.43 * * 14 
Gauss- optimal optimal semi- 
Seidel SOR FGS iterative 
58 29 27 20 
15 14 15 9 
20 16 16 11 
* * * n.c. 
Notes 
a) * denotes no convergence for any values of a 
b) n.c. denotes not computed 
c) the models are as in table 1; Wharton from [6]. The convergence difficulties~ere suggest that this model has pre- 
viously been solved with reordered equations. (The Klein-Goldberger solution is for 1955, Liu for 1961, Michigan 
1961.2 and Wharton 1964.1) 
GDP 
112 
II0 GS 
108 
106 1 
104 
100 
96 
94 
92 
9O 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 i0 ii 12 13 14 
F~. 2. As figure 1 but Vintafversion II. 
Solution 
15 
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.6 
.4. 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ii 12 13 14 15 
Fig. 3. The first 15 iterations of GS and FGS !a=.6) of labour supply (in ~o changes) in the 
1978 solution, Vintaf version I. 
S 
.2 
0 
-.2 
- .4  
- .6  
- .8 
-I .O 
-I .2 
-I .4 
• 6 GS 
.5 
.3 
.2 
.1 
0 FGS 
- .2  
- .3  
- .4  
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ii 12 13 14 15 
Fig. 4. As figure 3 but Vintaf version II. 
So lut ion  
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